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Session 1: Word List
bark n. the hard outer layer of a tree; a sound made by dogs or

some other animals
synonym : skin, husk, crust

(1) trees with rough bark, (2) bark at the moon

He removed the bark from the tree.

holy adj. of or related to a god, divine power, or a particular
religion

synonym : sacred, religious, divine

(1) a holy man, (2) a holy shrine

They gathered to hear the holy teachings of the guru.

beep v. to make a short, high-pitched sound, typically as a signal
or warning

synonym : bleep, honk, buzz

(1) beep out a warning, (2) beep the horn

The timer beeped, reminding me that the cake was ready to
come out of the oven.

awesome adj. inspiring fear, admiration, or respect; very good, nice,
fun, etc.

synonym : miraculous, marvelous, astounding

(1) awesome mental faculty, (2) have an awesome birthday

There is a lot of awesome nature and food in Hawaii.
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delicious adj. exceptionally pleasing to taste or smell
synonym : appetizing, mouthwatering, delectable

(1) delicious breeze, (2) variety of delicious foods

We could grill the meat in a delicious way.

jellyfish n. a marine creature with a soft, jelly-like body and
tentacles for stinging

synonym : medusa, sea nettle, moon jelly

(1) spineless jellyfish, (2) jellyfish sting

The beach was filled with hundreds of jellyfish, so swimming
was not recommended.

origin n. the first existence or beginning of something
synonym : root, source, ancestor

(1) origin of information, (2) racial origin

There are various hypotheses concerning the origin of life.

ultimate adj. furthest or highest in degree or order
synonym : highest, maximum, foremost

(1) the ultimate goal in life, (2) the ultimate luxury

Management must take ultimate responsibility for the
accident.

vision n. the ability to think about or see the future with
imagination and intelligence; the faculty of being able to
see

synonym : sight, image, concept

(1) a prodigious vision, (2) telescopic vision

Driving is difficult for me because of my poor vision.

whatnot n. unspecified or unimportant objects, things, or details;
miscellaneous items or things; a small, open shelving
unit or stand used for displaying various objects or
curios

synonym : odds and ends, gizmos, etcetera

(1) books and whatnot, (2) clothes and whatnot
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I need to pick up some groceries, toiletries, and whatnot at
the store.

motivation n. the reason or enthusiasm for acting or behaving in a
particular way

synonym : inspiration, incentive, reason

(1) understand his motivation, (2) motivation for a change

A significant amount of motivation is required to be a
teacher.

addition n. the act or process of adding something to something
else; the process of adding numbers

synonym : accumulation, expansion, addendum

(1) chemical addition, (2) addition of vectors

In addition, private corporations provide healthcare services.

isolate v. to physically or socially separate someone or something
from other people or things

synonym : separate, sequester, insulate

(1) isolate a compound, (2) isolate a patient

You should not isolate them from the community.

rub v. to move one's hand or an object over the surface of
something with pressure

synonym : scrub, massage, stroke

(1) rub shoulders, (2) rub a glass window

She rubbed the sore spot on her leg to ease the pain.

featureless adj. lacking distinctive qualities, characteristics, or features;
plain, unremarkable, or nondescript

synonym : blank, plain, feature-free

(1) featureless landscape, (2) featureless interior

The wall was featureless, with no patterns or designs to
break up its dullness.

develop v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine through a
process of progress and refinement, often to achieve
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greater sophistication or complexity; to elaborate or add
detail to something that is in the process of being
created

synonym : evolve, progress, advance

(1) develop a strategy, (2) develop a skill

We must develop a new system to streamline our workflow
and increase efficiency.

display v. to exhibit or show something to others, often to attract
attention or demonstrate its features, properties, or
value

synonym : show, exhibit, present

(1) display merchandise, (2) display artwork

We need to display our products in an attractive way to
attract customers.

sight n. the ability to see; anything that is seen
synonym : vision, spectacle, view

(1) an unexpected sight, (2) dull sight

Many famous sights are within walking distance.

conduct v. to organize and carry out a particular activity
synonym : behave, lead, carry on

(1) conduct a background check, (2) conduct research

Police will conduct random breath testing for drunk driving.

straight adj. extending or moving in one direction without bending or
curving; having no deviations

synonym : linear, honest, consecutive

(1) a straight line, (2) straight for two months

He was sick for five straight days.

freaky adj. strange or unusual in a way that is frightening or
unsettling

synonym : weird, strange, unusual

(1) freaky accident, (2) freaky-deaky
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The freaky clown at the haunted house scared the children.

eventually adv. finally, particularly after a long time or a lot of struggle,
complications, and so on

synonym : finally, someday, ultimately

(1) eventually become obsolete, (2) eventually succeed

The corporation eventually dominated the entire tobacco
business.

query n. a question or inquiry, often used in the context of
research, information-gathering, or data analysis; a
request for information

synonym : question, inquiry, investigation

(1) query language, (2) query result

I had a query about my bank statement and called customer
service for an explanation.

amazing adj. extremely surprising, especially in a way that you like or
admire

synonym : exceptional, extraordinary, wonderful

(1) amazing advances, (2) the most amazing feeling

The golfer recorded an amazing distance.

prototype n. a first or preliminary example of something such as a
device or vehicle from which other forms are developed

synonym : mock-up, precursor, model

(1) complete a prototype product, (2) early prototype

The flying car is presently in the prototype stage.

strap n. a long, narrow strip or belt of leather, fabric, or another
material used for binding, fastening, or supporting
something or someone; a band or string that attaches
one object to another, often used to secure items during
transport

synonym : band, belt, sling

(1) leather strap, (2) camera strap

The athlete tightened the strap on his running shoes before
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the race.

uncomfortable adj. providing or feeling physical discomfort or slight pain
synonym : comfortless, discomforting, painful

(1) an uncomfortable silence, (2) with an uncomfortable
face

His abusive words made me uncomfortable.

industrial adj. of or relating to or resulting from industry
synonym : manufacturing, mechanical

(1) beginning of the industrial revolution, (2) industrial
alcohol

Industrial design has become more focused on human
nature aspect than ever before.

scream v. to give a loud, high shout suddenly, especially because
of fear, anger, excitement, etc.; to utter or declare in a
very loud voice

synonym : cry, shout, yell

(1) scream a profanity, (2) scream at him to be quiet

She kept screaming for an ambulance.

unexpected adj. not anticipated or regarded as likely to happen
synonym : surprising, unanticipated, incredible

(1) an unexpected visitor, (2) some unexpected events

The unexpected rainstorm caused the collapse of the corral.

magical adj. produced by or containing supernatural powers
synonym : enchanting, occult, supernatural

(1) magical place, (2) magical powers

When I was a child, my mother often cast magical spells to
ease my pain whenever I was injured.

capture v. to catch a person or an animal and confine them in an
area which they cannot escape

synonym : catch, arrest, imprison
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(1) capture a glimpse, (2) capture customers' hearts

I was able to capture the moment on film.

experiment n. the scientific test conducted to observe what happens
and gain new knowledge

synonym : experimentation, investigation

(1) experiment design, (2) series of experiments

His experiments showed highly positive results.

device n. a piece of equipment, tool, or technology that serves a
particular purpose or function, often mechanical or
electronic

synonym : gadget, instrument, tool

(1) electronic device, (2) tracking device

I always carry a backup device in case my phone runs out of
battery.

nervous adj. worried and anxious about something; relating to the
nerves

synonym : neural, anxious, uneasy

(1) development of the nervous system, (2) get nervous

He suffers from nervous breakdowns.

tic n. a sudden, involuntary muscular contraction or
movement, often repetitive in nature; a habitual and
often unconscious behavior or mannerism

synonym : twitch, spasm, jerk

(1) developmental tic, (2) facial tic

My nervous tic makes it hard for me to concentrate during
important events.

cigarette n. a small cylindrical roll of finely cut tobacco leaves
wrapped in paper for smoking

synonym : smoke, cigar, tobacco

(1) a mild cigarette, (2) a cigarette case

He lit a cigarette and leaned against the wall.
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whip v. to hit a person or an animal severely with a thin, flexible
stick with a cord or leather thong at the end, as a
punishment, discipline, etc.

synonym : thrash, flog, scourge

(1) whip egg whites, (2) whip into shape

The jockey whipped the horse hard to take first place.

attend v. to be present at an event, to go to a place
synonym : go, be present, accompany

(1) attend a meeting, (2) attend service

We must attend to this matter.

seclude v. to keep or shut someone or something away from
others; to isolate or confine in a private or separate
place; to withdraw from society or the public

synonym : isolate, sequester, withdraw

(1) seclude myself away from the public, (2) seclude
yourself from everyday life

The author secluded himself in a cabin to focus on his
writing.

crazy adj. stupid or not sensible; very angry
synonym : insane, absurd, bizarre

(1) crazy about cars and racing, (2) a crazy scheme

The rain and thunder are crazy today.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. camera st__p n. a long, narrow strip or belt of leather,
fabric, or another material used for
binding, fastening, or supporting
something or someone; a band or string
that attaches one object to another,
often used to secure items during
transport

2. the ul____te luxury adj. furthest or highest in degree or order

3. am____g advances adj. extremely surprising, especially in a
way that you like or admire

4. de____p a strategy v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine
through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater
sophistication or complexity; to
elaborate or add detail to something
that is in the process of being created

5. developmental t_c n. a sudden, involuntary muscular
contraction or movement, often
repetitive in nature; a habitual and often
unconscious behavior or mannerism

6. r_b shoulders v. to move one's hand or an object over
the surface of something with pressure

7. di____y merchandise v. to exhibit or show something to others,
often to attract attention or demonstrate
its features, properties, or value

8. with an unc_______ble face adj. providing or feeling physical discomfort
or slight pain

ANSWERS: 1. strap, 2. ultimate, 3. amazing, 4. develop, 5. tic, 6. rub, 7. display, 8.
uncomfortable
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9. a prodigious vi___n n. the ability to think about or see the
future with imagination and intelligence;
the faculty of being able to see

10. aw____e mental faculty adj. inspiring fear, admiration, or respect;
very good, nice, fun, etc.

11. the most am____g feeling adj. extremely surprising, especially in a
way that you like or admire

12. or___n of information n. the first existence or beginning of
something

13. dull si__t n. the ability to see; anything that is seen

14. leather st__p n. a long, narrow strip or belt of leather,
fabric, or another material used for
binding, fastening, or supporting
something or someone; a band or string
that attaches one object to another,
often used to secure items during
transport

15. r_b a glass window v. to move one's hand or an object over
the surface of something with pressure

16. exp_____nt design n. the scientific test conducted to observe
what happens and gain new knowledge

17. w__p into shape v. to hit a person or an animal severely
with a thin, flexible stick with a cord or
leather thong at the end, as a
punishment, discipline, etc.

18. a mild ci_____te n. a small cylindrical roll of finely cut
tobacco leaves wrapped in paper for
smoking

19. understand his mot_____on n. the reason or enthusiasm for acting or
behaving in a particular way

ANSWERS: 9. vision, 10. awesome, 11. amazing, 12. origin, 13. sight, 14. strap, 15.
rub, 16. experiment, 17. whip, 18. cigarette, 19. motivation
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20. ca____e a glimpse v. to catch a person or an animal and
confine them in an area which they
cannot escape

21. fr___y accident adj. strange or unusual in a way that is
frightening or unsettling

22. clothes and wh____t n. unspecified or unimportant objects,
things, or details; miscellaneous items
or things; a small, open shelving unit or
stand used for displaying various
objects or curios

23. ind_____al alcohol adj. of or relating to or resulting from
industry

24. se____e yourself from everyday life v. to keep or shut someone or something
away from others; to isolate or confine
in a private or separate place; to
withdraw from society or the public

25. is____e a patient v. to physically or socially separate
someone or something from other
people or things

26. ca____e customers' hearts v. to catch a person or an animal and
confine them in an area which they
cannot escape

27. je_____sh sting n. a marine creature with a soft, jelly-like
body and tentacles for stinging

28. st____ht for two months adj. extending or moving in one direction
without bending or curving; having no
deviations

29. the ul____te goal in life adj. furthest or highest in degree or order

30. series of exp_____nts n. the scientific test conducted to observe
what happens and gain new knowledge

ANSWERS: 20. capture, 21. freaky, 22. whatnot, 23. industrial, 24. seclude, 25.
isolate, 26. capture, 27. jellyfish, 28. straight, 29. ultimate, 30. experiment
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31. early pr_____pe n. a first or preliminary example of
something such as a device or vehicle
from which other forms are developed

32. fr___y-deaky adj. strange or unusual in a way that is
frightening or unsettling

33. eve_____ly succeed adv. finally, particularly after a long time or a
lot of struggle, complications, and so on

34. chemical ad____on n. the act or process of adding something
to something else; the process of
adding numbers

35. co____t a background check v. to organize and carry out a particular
activity

36. de____p a skill v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine
through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater
sophistication or complexity; to
elaborate or add detail to something
that is in the process of being created

37. ad____on of vectors n. the act or process of adding something
to something else; the process of
adding numbers

38. b__p the horn v. to make a short, high-pitched sound,
typically as a signal or warning

39. an unc_______ble silence adj. providing or feeling physical discomfort
or slight pain

40. ma____l place adj. produced by or containing supernatural
powers

41. books and wh____t n. unspecified or unimportant objects,
things, or details; miscellaneous items
or things; a small, open shelving unit or
stand used for displaying various
objects or curios

ANSWERS: 31. prototype, 32. freaky, 33. eventually, 34. addition, 35. conduct, 36.
develop, 37. addition, 38. beep, 39. uncomfortable, 40. magical, 41. whatnot
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42. a h__y shrine adj. of or related to a god, divine power, or a
particular religion

43. get ne____s adj. worried and anxious about something;
relating to the nerves

44. a ci_____te case n. a small cylindrical roll of finely cut
tobacco leaves wrapped in paper for
smoking

45. a cr__y scheme adj. stupid or not sensible; very angry

46. fea______ss interior adj. lacking distinctive qualities,
characteristics, or features; plain,
unremarkable, or nondescript

47. a st____ht line adj. extending or moving in one direction
without bending or curving; having no
deviations

48. complete a pr_____pe product n. a first or preliminary example of
something such as a device or vehicle
from which other forms are developed

49. trees with rough b__k n. the hard outer layer of a tree; a sound
made by dogs or some other animals

50. b__p out a warning v. to make a short, high-pitched sound,
typically as a signal or warning

51. cr__y about cars and racing adj. stupid or not sensible; very angry

52. sc___m a profanity v. to give a loud, high shout suddenly,
especially because of fear, anger,
excitement, etc.; to utter or declare in a
very loud voice

53. tracking de___e n. a piece of equipment, tool, or
technology that serves a particular
purpose or function, often mechanical
or electronic

ANSWERS: 42. holy, 43. nervous, 44. cigarette, 45. crazy, 46. featureless, 47.
straight, 48. prototype, 49. bark, 50. beep, 51. crazy, 52. scream, 53. device
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54. racial or___n n. the first existence or beginning of
something

55. qu__y language n. a question or inquiry, often used in the
context of research,
information-gathering, or data analysis;
a request for information

56. fea______ss landscape adj. lacking distinctive qualities,
characteristics, or features; plain,
unremarkable, or nondescript

57. se____e myself away from the

public

v. to keep or shut someone or something
away from others; to isolate or confine
in a private or separate place; to
withdraw from society or the public

58. at___d service v. to be present at an event, to go to a
place

59. ma____l powers adj. produced by or containing supernatural
powers

60. mot_____on for a change n. the reason or enthusiasm for acting or
behaving in a particular way

61. variety of de_____us foods adj. exceptionally pleasing to taste or smell

62. eve_____ly become obsolete adv. finally, particularly after a long time or a
lot of struggle, complications, and so on

63. development of the ne____s system adj. worried and anxious about something;
relating to the nerves

64. facial t_c n. a sudden, involuntary muscular
contraction or movement, often
repetitive in nature; a habitual and often
unconscious behavior or mannerism

ANSWERS: 54. origin, 55. query, 56. featureless, 57. seclude, 58. attend, 59.
magical, 60. motivation, 61. delicious, 62. eventually, 63. nervous, 64. tic
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65. b__k at the moon n. the hard outer layer of a tree; a sound
made by dogs or some other animals

66. have an aw____e birthday adj. inspiring fear, admiration, or respect;
very good, nice, fun, etc.

67. telescopic vi___n n. the ability to think about or see the
future with imagination and intelligence;
the faculty of being able to see

68. beginning of the ind_____al

revolution

adj. of or relating to or resulting from
industry

69. di____y artwork v. to exhibit or show something to others,
often to attract attention or demonstrate
its features, properties, or value

70. sc___m at him to be quiet v. to give a loud, high shout suddenly,
especially because of fear, anger,
excitement, etc.; to utter or declare in a
very loud voice

71. electronic de___e n. a piece of equipment, tool, or
technology that serves a particular
purpose or function, often mechanical
or electronic

72. qu__y result n. a question or inquiry, often used in the
context of research,
information-gathering, or data analysis;
a request for information

73. a h__y man adj. of or related to a god, divine power, or a
particular religion

74. spineless je_____sh n. a marine creature with a soft, jelly-like
body and tentacles for stinging

75. some une_____ed events adj. not anticipated or regarded as likely to
happen

ANSWERS: 65. bark, 66. awesome, 67. vision, 68. industrial, 69. display, 70. scream,
71. device, 72. query, 73. holy, 74. jellyfish, 75. unexpected
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76. is____e a compound v. to physically or socially separate
someone or something from other
people or things

77. at___d a meeting v. to be present at an event, to go to a
place

78. an unexpected si__t n. the ability to see; anything that is seen

79. de_____us breeze adj. exceptionally pleasing to taste or smell

80. an une_____ed visitor adj. not anticipated or regarded as likely to
happen

81. co____t research v. to organize and carry out a particular
activity

82. w__p egg whites v. to hit a person or an animal severely
with a thin, flexible stick with a cord or
leather thong at the end, as a
punishment, discipline, etc.

ANSWERS: 76. isolate, 77. attend, 78. sight, 79. delicious, 80. unexpected, 81.
conduct, 82. whip
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. When I was a child, my mother often cast _______ spells to ease my pain
whenever I was injured.

adj. produced by or containing supernatural powers

2. They gathered to hear the ____ teachings of the guru.

adj. of or related to a god, divine power, or a particular religion

3. We need to _______ our products in an attractive way to attract customers.

v. to exhibit or show something to others, often to attract attention or demonstrate
its features, properties, or value

4. His abusive words made me _____________.

adj. providing or feeling physical discomfort or slight pain

5. __________ design has become more focused on human nature aspect than
ever before.

adj. of or relating to or resulting from industry

6. The athlete tightened the _____ on his running shoes before the race.

n. a long, narrow strip or belt of leather, fabric, or another material used for
binding, fastening, or supporting something or someone; a band or string that
attaches one object to another, often used to secure items during transport

7. The timer _______ reminding me that the cake was ready to come out of the
oven.

v. to make a short, high-pitched sound, typically as a signal or warning

ANSWERS: 1. magical, 2. holy, 3. display, 4. uncomfortable, 5. Industrial, 6. strap, 7.
beeped,
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8. We must _______ a new system to streamline our workflow and increase
efficiency.

v. to grow or expand; to improve or refine through a process of progress and
refinement, often to achieve greater sophistication or complexity; to elaborate
or add detail to something that is in the process of being created

9. My nervous ___ makes it hard for me to concentrate during important events.

n. a sudden, involuntary muscular contraction or movement, often repetitive in
nature; a habitual and often unconscious behavior or mannerism

10. She kept _________ for an ambulance.

v. to give a loud, high shout suddenly, especially because of fear, anger,
excitement, etc.; to utter or declare in a very loud voice

11. She ______ the sore spot on her leg to ease the pain.

v. to move one's hand or an object over the surface of something with pressure

12. The beach was filled with hundreds of __________ so swimming was not
recommended.

n. a marine creature with a soft, jelly-like body and tentacles for stinging

13. Many famous ______ are within walking distance.

n. the ability to see; anything that is seen

14. I always carry a backup ______ in case my phone runs out of battery.

n. a piece of equipment, tool, or technology that serves a particular purpose or
function, often mechanical or electronic

15. I had a _____ about my bank statement and called customer service for an
explanation.

n. a question or inquiry, often used in the context of research,
information-gathering, or data analysis; a request for information

ANSWERS: 8. develop, 9. tic, 10. screaming, 11. rubbed, 12. jellyfish, 13. sights, 14.
device, 15. query
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16. A significant amount of __________ is required to be a teacher.

n. the reason or enthusiasm for acting or behaving in a particular way

17. The wall was ____________ with no patterns or designs to break up its dullness.

adj. lacking distinctive qualities, characteristics, or features; plain, unremarkable, or
nondescript

18. I was able to _______ the moment on film.

v. to catch a person or an animal and confine them in an area which they cannot
escape

19. He lit a _________ and leaned against the wall.

n. a small cylindrical roll of finely cut tobacco leaves wrapped in paper for smoking

20. The jockey _______ the horse hard to take first place.

v. to hit a person or an animal severely with a thin, flexible stick with a cord or
leather thong at the end, as a punishment, discipline, etc.

21. Driving is difficult for me because of my poor ______.

n. the ability to think about or see the future with imagination and intelligence; the
faculty of being able to see

22. The __________ rainstorm caused the collapse of the corral.

adj. not anticipated or regarded as likely to happen

23. He removed the ____ from the tree.

n. the hard outer layer of a tree; a sound made by dogs or some other animals

24. He suffers from _______ breakdowns.

adj. worried and anxious about something; relating to the nerves

ANSWERS: 16. motivation, 17. featureless, 18. capture, 19. cigarette, 20. whipped,
21. vision, 22. unexpected, 23. bark, 24. nervous
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25. I need to pick up some groceries, toiletries, and _______ at the store.

n. unspecified or unimportant objects, things, or details; miscellaneous items or
things; a small, open shelving unit or stand used for displaying various objects
or curios

26. The author ________ himself in a cabin to focus on his writing.

v. to keep or shut someone or something away from others; to isolate or confine
in a private or separate place; to withdraw from society or the public

27. He was sick for five ________ days.

adj. extending or moving in one direction without bending or curving; having no
deviations

28. There is a lot of _______ nature and food in Hawaii.

adj. inspiring fear, admiration, or respect; very good, nice, fun, etc.

29. The corporation __________ dominated the entire tobacco business.

adv. finally, particularly after a long time or a lot of struggle, complications, and so
on

30. We must ______ to this matter.

v. to be present at an event, to go to a place

31. Police will _______ random breath testing for drunk driving.

v. to organize and carry out a particular activity

32. The golfer recorded an _______ distance.

adj. extremely surprising, especially in a way that you like or admire

ANSWERS: 25. whatnot, 26. secluded, 27. straight, 28. awesome, 29. eventually, 30.
attend, 31. conduct, 32. amazing
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33. His ___________ showed highly positive results.

n. the scientific test conducted to observe what happens and gain new knowledge

34. We could grill the meat in a _________ way.

adj. exceptionally pleasing to taste or smell

35. In _________ private corporations provide healthcare services.

n. the act or process of adding something to something else; the process of
adding numbers

36. The flying car is presently in the _________ stage.

n. a first or preliminary example of something such as a device or vehicle from
which other forms are developed

37. The rain and thunder are _____ today.

adj. stupid or not sensible; very angry

38. The ______ clown at the haunted house scared the children.

adj. strange or unusual in a way that is frightening or unsettling

39. There are various hypotheses concerning the ______ of life.

n. the first existence or beginning of something

40. Management must take ________ responsibility for the accident.

adj. furthest or highest in degree or order

41. You should not _______ them from the community.

v. to physically or socially separate someone or something from other people or
things

ANSWERS: 33. experiments, 34. delicious, 35. addition, 36. prototype, 37. crazy, 38.
freaky, 39. origin, 40. ultimate, 41. isolate
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